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537B.1 Title.
This chapter is entitled the “Motor Vehicle Service Trade Practices Act”.
90 Acts, ch 1010, §1
537B.2 Definitions.
As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. “Consumer” means a person contracting for, or intending to contract for, repairs or
service upon a motor vehicle used primarily for farm or personal use.
2. “Motor vehicle” means a motor vehicle as defined in section 321.1 which is subject to
registration. However, “motor vehicle” does not include a motor vehicle, as defined in section
321.1, with a gross vehicle weight rating of more than twelve thousand pounds.
3. “Supplier” means a person offering to contract for repairs or service upon a motor
vehicle. Supplier includes an employee or other representative of the supplier.
90 Acts, ch 1010, §2; 90 Acts, ch 1145, §13; 98 Acts, ch 1100, §75
Referred to in §577.3

537B.3 Required trade practices.
1. If a consumer authorizes, in writing, repairs or service upon a motor vehicle prior to
the commencement of the repairs or service, a conspicuous disclosure in substantially the
following language shall appear on the authorization form or on a separate form provided to
the consumer at the time of the authorization.
ESTIMATE
You have the right to a written or oral estimate if the expected cost
of repairs or service will be more than fifty dollars. Your bill will not
be higher than the estimate by more than ten percent unless you
approve a higher amount before repairs are finished. Initial your
choice:
................................
Written estimate.
................................
Oral estimate.
................................
No estimate.
................................
Call me if repairs and service will be more
than $.........................
2. a. The form described in subsection 1, shall at minimum contain the following
information:
(1) The date.
(2) The supplier’s name.
(3) The consumer’s name and telephone number.
(4) The reasonably anticipated completion date.
b. If a written estimate is requested, the supplier may write the written estimate on the
authorization form or on another form. If the nature of repairs or service is unknown at the
time that the estimate is given, the supplier may state an hourly labor charge for the work. If
the consumer so requests, a copy of the written estimate shall be provided to the consumer
prior to the commencement of any repairs or service.
3. If a consumer orally authorizes repairs or service upon a motor vehicle prior to the
commencement of the repairs or service, the supplier shall inform the consumer of the right
to receive a written or oral estimate. The supplier shall note the consumer’s response on the
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form described in subsections 1 and 2. If the consumer requests an estimate, the supplier
shall provide the estimate to the consumer prior to commencing the repairs or service.
90 Acts, ch 1010, §3; 2012 Acts, ch 1023, §157
537B.4 Aftermarket parts.
1. As used in this section:
a. “Aftermarket crash part” means a replacement for any of the nonmechanical sheet
metal or plastic parts which generally constitute the exterior of a motor vehicle, including
inner and outer panels, which replacement is not manufactured or marketed by the original
equipment manufacturer of the motor vehicle. Aftermarket crash part does not include
replacement glass for the windows, windshield, or backlight of the motor vehicle.
b. “Motor vehicle” means a motor vehicle as defined in section 321.1 which is subject to
registration.
c. “Repair facility” means a motor vehicle dealer, garage, body shop, or other person,
which undertakes the repair or replacement of those parts of a motor vehicle that generally
constitute the exterior of a motor vehicle for a fee.
2. A repair facility shall not use aftermarket crash parts in the repair of a customer’s motor
vehicle without disclosing the proposed use of such parts in the estimate of repairs given to
the customer prior to the repair of the motor vehicle. The estimate shall be in writing and
shall clearly identify each part proposed to be used which is an aftermarket crash part. The
following information shall appear in ten point type, or larger, on or attached to the estimate:
This estimate has been prepared based on the use of aftermarket
crash parts supplied by a source other than the manufacturer of
your motor vehicle. Any warranties applicable to these replacement
parts are provided by the manufacturer or distributor of these parts
rather than the manufacturer of your vehicle.
3. An aftermarket crash part supplied for use in this state after January 1, 1991, shall
have affixed or inscribed upon the part the logo or name of its manufacturer. A repair
facility installing an aftermarket crash part on a motor vehicle shall install the part so that
the manufacturer’s logo or name is visible upon inspection after installation whenever
practicable.
4. It is a deceptive act or practice for a repair facility or manufacturer or distributor of
aftermarket crash parts to fail to comply with the requirements of this section.
90 Acts, ch 1010, §4; 90 Acts, ch 1145, §14
Referred to in §714.16

537B.5 Reserved.
537B.6 Deceptive act or practice.
It is a deceptive act or practice for a supplier to:
1. Fail to comply with the requirements of section 537B.3.
2. Make the performance of any repair or service contingent upon a consumer’s waiver
of any rights provided for in this chapter.
3. Fail to obtain oral or written authorization from the consumer for the anticipated cost
of any additional, unforeseen, but necessary repairs or services when the cost of those repairs
or services amount to more than ten percent, excluding tax, of the original estimate requested
by a consumer.
4. Fail, if the anticipated cost of a repair or service is less than fifty dollars and an estimate
has not been given to the consumer, to obtain oral or written authorization from the consumer
for the anticipated cost of any additional unforeseen, but necessary repairs or services if the
total cost of the repairs or services, if performed, will exceed fifty dollars.
5. Fail to disclose prior to the commencement of any repairs or service, that a charge
will be made for disassembly, reassembly, partially completed work, or any other work not
directly related to the actual performance of the repairs or service. A charge so imposed must
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be directly related to the actual amount of labor or parts involved in the inspection, repair, or
service.
6. Charge for any repair or service which has not been authorized by the consumer.
7. Fail to disclose upon the first contact with the consumer that any charge not directly
related to the actual performance of the repair or service will be imposed by the supplier
whether or not repairs or services are performed.
8. Fail to disclose upon the first contact with a consumer the basis upon which a charge
will be imposed for towing the motor vehicle if that service will be performed.
9. Represent that repairs or services are necessary when that is not the fact.
10. Represent that repairs have been made or services have been performed when that is
not the fact.
11. Represent that a motor vehicle or any part of a motor vehicle which is being inspected
or diagnosed for a repair or service is in a dangerous condition, or that the consumer’s
continued use of it may be harmful, when that is not the fact.
12. Materially and intentionally understate or misstate the estimated cost of the repairs
or service.
13. Fail to provide the consumer with an itemized list of repairs performed or services
rendered, including a list of parts or materials and a statement of whether they are used,
remanufactured or rebuilt, if not new, and their cost to the consumer, the amount charged for
labor, and the identity of the individual performing the repair or service.
14. Fail to tender to the consumer any replaced parts, unless the parts are to be rebuilt or
sold by the supplier, or returned to the manufacturer in connection with warranted repairs
or services, and such intended reuse or return is made known to the consumer prior to
commencing any repair or service. However, this subsection does not prohibit the supplier
from retaining the replaced parts if the consumer so requests.
15. Fail to provide to the consumer upon the consumer’s request a written, itemized
receipt for any motor vehicle or part of a motor vehicle that is left with, or turned over to,
the supplier for repair or service. The receipt shall include:
a. The identity of the supplier which will perform the repair or service.
b. The name and signature of the supplier or a representative who actually accepts the
motor vehicle or any part of the motor vehicle.
c. A description including make and model number or other features as will reasonably
identify the motor vehicle or any part of the motor vehicle to be repaired or serviced.
d. The date on which the motor vehicle or any part of the motor vehicle was left with or
turned over to the supplier.
16. Fail to disclose to the consumer prior to the commencement of any repair or service,
that any part of the repair or service will be performed by a person other than the supplier or
the supplier’s employees, if the consumer requests that information.
90 Acts, ch 1010, §5
Referred to in §577.3
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